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Lesson Purpose and Criteria 

 The purpose of this lesson is to explore the Earth Charter, Global Goals and Ecological Justice. We will 

cover the following criteria: 

1. Explain the principles and ethical implications of the Earth Charter. 

2. Identify and apply Global Goals to define the issue and validate a solution. 

3. Describe the roles of personal and social responsibility in protecting Earth’s abundance and beauty for 

future generations. 

4. Examine situations and issues from a systemic perspective. 

5. Illustrate how uncontaminated air, water, and soil are fundamental to healthy living systems. 

6. Analyze the interdependence of society, economics, and nature at local, regional, and global levels. 

7. Discuss how access to education, health care and economic prosperity affect global sustainability. 

8. Compare and contrast human actions and attitudes toward the community of life and their impact on 

global well-being. 

9. Evaluate economic activity and institutions by their contribution to society in the larger ecological 

context. 

Preparation for Assignment 

 Define and explain the purpose of the Earth Charter and UN’s Global Goals. Provide a general overview 

of the Earth Charter’s main pillars by reviewing the actual document as a class. Watch “We the People” UN 

video to cover the Global Goals. In groups, have students discuss the importance of the assigned pillar, its 

theoretical implications and its practical applications. Conclude with a class discussion of each group’s findings 

and connecting Global Goals to each pillar. If students did not reach the conclusions on their own, point out the 

pieces and connections they missed from the Earth Charter. 

Documentary Screening 

Show the film Avocado: A Positive Superfood Trend? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05oMsK0-

jjA&list=PLrTDNh5xUpC-KfoGr4hwRzleoIRUgDeEA It is preferable to watch it together during class to ensure 

students are fully engaged. Encourage students to take notes – students will find themselves gravitating towards 

certain subtopics of particular interest to each of them. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05oMsK0-jjA&list=PLrTDNh5xUpC-KfoGr4hwRzleoIRUgDeEA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05oMsK0-jjA&list=PLrTDNh5xUpC-KfoGr4hwRzleoIRUgDeEA


In-Class Activity 

 Provide a list of question prompts to stimulate further exploration. Have students pair up and choose a 

question that most interests them. Suggested questions and likely answers:  

 How is the economy of Petorca today? (The German company has taken over, people are moving 

out of the town due to lack of income and water. The town seems to be disappearing.) 

 How is the county of San Jose’s resistance doing? (Lots of death threats later, they have made 

some progress on regaining rights.) 

 Are there any politicians running on a platform of changing Chile’s water rights? (Not really, 

sad. Last president made it a ‘top priority’ within one week of leaving office. New president 

promised to keep the issue in mind.) 

 What is the closest avocado-themed restaurant to us? Where do they source their avocados? 

(Varies by location. The search will likely lead them to the fruit company Nature’s Pride who has 

recently blocked Chilean avocados from their food supply due to this issue.) 

 Are there any ethical concerns associated with the avocado business in Florida? (Aside from 

poisoning local communities through pesticides, it doesn’t appear to be drying up the region. We 

have green-skinned avocados. The issue is when they are transported for consumption.) 

 How is the Fruit from Chile’s campaign in Asia going? (Insane! They created a whole marketing 

department just to get Asians to start liking and buying avocados.) 

Go around to the pairs and ask about their research. Discuss it as a class. Some conclusion you are trying 

to help them make include: 

 Connecting various pillars and subsections of the Earth Charter. 

 Connecting various Global Goals. 

 The legal structure is allowing this issue to persist. Why not change the law? Corruption. The 

people creating the laws are benefiting financially from selling water rights these large 

companies. 

 People are all forced to work at the mega farms and then spend limited income on importing 

water for their household. The mega farms completely dominate and destroy the local economy. 

 People are now leaving the town of Petorca. When the water dries up, the large companies will 

move on. A shell of a once vibrant community, diverse ecosystem and sustainable farming is left 

behind. It will be a ghost town. This is not the only farm. Not the only town. 

 Where do these people all migrate to? They are now refugees of corruption and unsustainable 

practices. This problem happens as a result of many farming industries in many countries. Poor 

orangutans and the palm oil fields too. 

 Where do you find sustainable avocados? They aren’t any unless they naturally grow in your 

region! I shouldn’t eat avocados if they don’t grow where I live? Correct. This true for all foods. 

 Because you can afford a commodity (avocados) does not mean it is ethical to do so. Eat 

seasonal. Eat local. Are you going to invite the displaced town inhabitants to live in your home? 

Reflection 
 



Have students create a digital poster visually illustrating the problem and solution. A suggested software 

is www.canva.com or Adobe Photoshop for students who are skilled. Choose the nicer ones to print and 

showcase on campus to raise awareness.  

http://www.canva.com/

